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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel scalar contribution function
for photon shooting to optimize the distribution of photons for scenes
with complex lighting conditions. Normally, conventional particle tracing
methods would become inefficient to render these scenes, where photons
are poorly distributed due to occlusion. The new scalar contribution
function combines the visual importance, the initial photon distribution
and photon path visibility. Then adaptive Metropolis sampling on the
function is implemented to shoot photons from the light source into the
scene, effectively guiding more photons to critical area where the ren-
dering error is prominent. Experimental results show that this approach
can efficiently improve the photon distribution and produce images with
less noise than state-of-the-art methods.
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1 Introduction

Scenes with complex lighting conditions are commonly seen in the real life,
movies and video games. Typical scenes are an interior room lit by moonlight
through the dormer or a cave illuminated by sunlight through the entrance hole.
Synthesizing images of these scenes with computer has long been an area of
interest within computer graphics. Efficiently rendering the scenes, however, is
still a challenging problem for existing rendering methods, because light paths
which travel from the light source to visible area can hardly be sampled. Due to
complex occlusion, most visible regions cannot receive direct lighting from the
light source.

Take a dark room illuminated by an area light outside the door slit as an
example. Most light paths are blocked outside and only a small portion of the
light paths can go through the door slit. Classical rendering methods relying on
light path sampling [1–3] will suffer from the difficult case, since they cannot
efficiently find light-carrying paths which connect the viewpoint and the light
source. Although particle tracing methods such as photon mapping [4], pro-
gressive photon mapping (PPM) [5] are popular for their robustness to handle
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specular-diffuse-specular (SDS) paths in scenes, they also get inefficient for these
scenes, because photons can hardly arrive at interior visible area.

To cope with this problem, Fan et al. [6] introduce Metropolis photon sam-
pling method, which deposits photons according to complete light paths connect-
ing the viewpoint and the light source in the path space. Recent studies [7,8]
focus on designing special scalar contribution functions to improve the photon
path sampling. Their scalar contribution functions consider either initial photon
density [7] or photon path visibility [8]. Normally, another important knowledge
from the scene, the visual importance, is neglected in these methods.

In this paper, we propose a photon shooting method for particle tracing
to improve the photon distribution in visible and importance regions, which is
referred to as critical regions. A novel scalar contribution function is introduced,
which utilizes visual importance in addition to photon density and photon path
visibility. Then photon paths are produced by implementing adaptive Metropolis
sampling on the function to guide more photons to critical regions. Experimental
results demonstrate that the ratio of visible paths that arrive at the critical
regions are significantly increased. With more photons deposited at these regions,
our method effectively improves the rendering efficiency for scenes with complex
lighting settings. In addition, advice regarding the choice of rendering methods
is also given based on the experiments.

2 Related Work

Most algorithms [1–3] based on Monte Carlo ray tracing have been proposed to
solve the rendering equation [1] without any approximation. These approaches
are unbiased and guaranteed to converge to the exact solution. Unfortunately,
they are unable to sample SDS paths from extreme small light sources. Various
forms of particle tracing methods [4,9] subsequently become popular for their
robustness to handle caustics effects caused by SDS paths.

Hachisuka et al. [5] propose PPM to iteratively improve rendering results
using infinite photons within limited memory, which is further extended to sto-
chastic progressive photon mapping (SPPM) [10] by them to render distributed
ray tracing effects. An alternative formulation of PPM has also been derived
based on probability by Knaus et al. [11]. Kaplanyan et al. [12] further inves-
tigate α of PPM and propose to adjust α adaptively. These methods, however,
become inefficient when rendering scenes with difficult visibility settings. In these
cases, photons can hardly be traced to critical regions, resulting in a poor photon
distribution.

Veach and Guibas [13] introduce Metropolis light transport (MLT) to address
the same problem. MLT brings Metropolis sampling to rendering. While MLT
is famous for finding difficult light paths, it is inefficient to sample SDS paths.
Kelemen et al. [14] extend Metropolis sampling from the path space to the
primary sample space. Hoberock and Hart [15] introduce multi-stage Metropolis
light transport and demonstrate that the scalar contribution function can be
modified and is not necessarily the path radiance. In this paper, a new scalar
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contribution function for photon shooting is designed. We also have verified that
the function in the context of particle tracing can be carefully edited.

Fan et al. [6] introduce Metropolis sampling to photon mapping. Photons
are stored along complete light paths. Since these paths are sampled using path
tracing, SDS paths are usually missed. Chen et al. [7] propose a scalar contribu-
tion function based on the initial photon density. However, their mutation kernel
cannot adapt to different scenes. RAPT [8] constructs a scalar contribution func-
tion using photon path visibility. In contrast, our method designs a novel scalar
contribution function, which subsumes the available knowledge from the scene,
including visual importance, initial photon density and photon path visibility.
With more useful knowledge used, our method is able to effectively guide more
photons to critical regions.

Visual importance emitted from the viewpoint measures the contribution of
light paths to the final image. It has been used for different goals [16] in computer
graphics. Peter et al. [17] implement a three-pass photon mapping method to
emit importance particles from the viewpoint to construct a visual importance
map. Recently, Bashford et al. [18] utilize visual importance to optimize the light
path sampling for image based lighting. Vorba et al. [19] give an online learning
method to reconstruct the distribution of visual importance. In this paper, the
visual importance knowledge is utilized in the scalar contribution function for
photon shooting.

3 Photon Shooting with New Scalar Contribution
Function

Our method utilizes SPPM as the rendering algorithm. SPPM extends PPM
to render distributed ray tracing effects. SPPM can progressively improve the
rendering result with multiple iterations. There are two phases in each iteration:
distributed ray tracing and photon tracing. In the first phase, camera rays are
shot from the viewpoint to the scene, where hit points are stored on non-specular
surfaces. In the second phase, photons are traced from the light source and
deposited on diffuse surfaces. After the photon tracing phase, the statistics stored
in hit points are updated as below:

Ni+1(S) = Ni(S) + αMi(xi) , (1)

Ri+1(S) = Ri(S)

√
Ni(S) + αMi(xi)

Ni + Mi(xi)
, (2)

φi(xi, ωi) =
Mi(xi)∑

p=1

fr(xi, ωi, ωp)φp(xp, ωp) , (3)

τi+1(S) = (τi(S) + φi(xi, ωi))
Ri+1(S)2

Ri(S)2
. (4)
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Here, i is the iteration count. Ni(S) is the accumulated photon count within the
shared area S. α is between 0 and 1. Ri(S) is the shared radius in region S. Mi(xi)
is the increment of photons within the radius. fr is the BRDF. φp(xp, ωp) is the
flux of a photon p, whose incident direction is ωp and position is xp. φi(xi, ωi) is
the accumulated flux weighted by BSDF. τi(S) is the shared accumulated flux
over S.

Note that the flux of a photon φp(xp, ωp) in (3) has actually omitted the
probability density function (p.d.f) F (P ) for sampling a photon path P . In
other words, (3) should be rewritten as

φi(xi, ωi) =
Mi(xi)∑

p=1

fr(xi, ωi, ωp)
φp(xp, ωp)

F (P )
. (5)

Since SPPM uniformly shoots photons from the light source, its p.d.f is F (P ) =
1, which is not shown in (3).

However, F (P ) = 1, which follows the uniform random distribution, is not a
suitable scalar contribution function for photon tracing. PPM and SPPM shoot
photons using F (P ) = 1 and thus they suffer from a slow convergence for ren-
dering scenes with complex lighting conditions. In these scenes, most random
photons are deposited at invisible area from the viewpoint, causing a low photon
density in critical regions. Density estimation therefore requires a large band-
width to smooth radiance noise, which introduces bias to the results.

In this paper, we propose a novel scalar contribution function for photon
shooting. Normally, regions with large visual importance indicate that they are
likely to contribute highly to the final image. In addition, regions with low photon
density correspond to noisy area in the final image. Considering these facts, we
design the function to combine the knowledge of visual importance, initial pho-
ton distribution and photon path visibility. Subsequently, we perform adaptive
Markov chain sampling on the scalar contribution function to generate photon
paths.

3.1 Visual Importance Map Construction

We compute visual importance in the eye pass of SPPM. Initially, we assign each
eye ray with the same visual importance (we use 1 in this paper). Eye rays update
visual importance value when they are scattered in the scene. If an eye ray hits a
diffuse surface, it stores a hit point on the surface with visual importance value
recorded. The visual importance computation for an eye ray can be expressed
as:

I =
∫

Ω

We(x0 → x1)T (x′)dμ(x) . (6)

Here, Ω is the path space comprised of all eye rays. I stands for the visual
importance emitted from the viewpoint. x = x0 · · · xt is an eye path with t
edges, and x′ = x1 · · · xt is an subpath of x with t− 1 edges. x0 is a point on the
film and the rest vertexes of x are in the scene (see Fig. 1). We(x0→x1) is the
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visual importance emitted from x0 to x1. dμ(x) is the differential product area
measure. T (x′) is the path throughput:

T (x′) =
[ t−1∏

i=1

fr(xi−1 → xi → xi+1)G(xi−1 ↔ xi)
]

· G(xt−1 ↔ xt) , (7)

where fr(xi−1→xi→xi+1) is the BRDF at xi, G(xi ↔ xj) is the geometry term
between xi and xj . For the practical purpose, we use a finite number of samples
to estimate the visual importance (an eye ray per pixel in this paper). Each eye
ray is traced in a way similar to path tracing. When an eye ray hits a diffuse
surface, a hit point and its visual importance is stored. Otherwise, an eye ray
is scattered along a new sampled direction. To avoid infinitely long eye rays,
Russian Roulette is also applied to terminate eye rays with suitable probability.

0x

1x

2x

3x

1tx −

tx

( )0 1G x x↔( )1t tG x x− ↔
( )1rf x

( )2rf x

( )3rf x

( )1r tf x −

Fig. 1. An eye ray is emitted from the viewpoint x0 and it is scattered in the scene.
Russian Roulette is used to randomly terminate the path at xt.

To remove the high frequency noise due to finite discrete samples, we trans-
form the point density of visual importance to area density using density esti-
mation. For each hit point, we search for its neighbour hit points within a radius
d, which is set to the initial photon radius R0. Then the visual importance at a
point x is estimated as

I(x) =
1

πd2

K∑
j=1

Ij . (8)

Here K is the number of neighbour hit points. Ij is the visual importance of the
jth neighbour.

Figure 2a depicts a visual importance map of the Door scene. In order to
remove local extreme values, the original values in the map have been clamped
between a new bound (we use 10–85 % of the original range). Then we further
smooth the map with a low-pass median filter to eliminate local high frequency.
The result is shown in Fig. 2b. The visual importance value is higher in regions
which are close to the viewpoint. This is useful because these regions are dis-
tinctively indicated as important parts.
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3.2 Scale Map Construction

We implement SPPM using uniform photon sampling (UPS) to trace photons
from the light source into the scene and estimate a photon density map D. Ini-
tially, this step is implemented using several photon passes (e.g. 10 passes). As
the accumulated photon count is stored within each hit point, the photon den-
sity can be directly visualized. The dynamic range of the visualization result,
however, is usually much larger than the common displayable dynamic range
between 0 and 255. We clamp the dynamic range using the power-law transfor-
mation (the exponent is 0.7). Afterwards, we employ a low-pass median filter to
smooth it. (refer to Fig. 2c). As can be seen, the photon density in the innermost
regions is rather low due to the complex occlusion in the scene.

To highlight the importance of the visible regions where photon density is
low, we build a scale map S from the photon distribution map D. Regions with
lower photon density are set to a larger scalar value, which indicates that they
are more important. The element of S is estimated using:

s =

⎧⎨
⎩

1.0 r > 1
e1−r δ < r ≤ 1
1 + ke1−r r ≤ δ

, (9)

where r is the ratio of the current density ρ and the average density ρmid, δ
and k are user specified parameters. In this paper, we set δ = 0.3 and k = 4.
The equation is straightforward. If the photon density is higher than the average
density, the scalar value equals 1.0 and it does not magnify the importance. If
the ratio r is less than δ, the scalar factor is set to a large value. Otherwise,
scalar factor is given an intermediate value when r is between δ and 1. We show
a scale map in Fig. 2d.

Fig. 2. The flow chart of building a scalar importance map for the door scene. The
processing of the visual importance map and scale map are included.
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3.3 Scalar Contribution Function

After the preprocessing of the above maps, a scalar importance map M is con-
structed according to the visual importance map V and the scale map S. An
element of M is computed using

mi = vi + (vmax − vi) ∗ si − 1
smax − smin

, (10)

where mi, vi and si are the ith element of M,V, S respectively, smax and smin

are the maximum and minimum values of S. vmax is the maximum value of V .
This function reads as follows. The visual importance value vi is magnified in
regions with low photon density, where si will be a large value. Meanwhile, mi is
bounded in the dynamic range of V . Figure 2e depicts M , where critical regions
are assigned with larger importance value. Importance sampling guided by this
scalar importance map will efficiently pilot more paths to critical regions, which
is desirable for reducing rendering error.

Finally, we define the new scalar contribution function as F (p) = 1
f · M(p) ·

U(p). Given a photon path p, M(p) is the scalar importance value and U(p)
is its visibility. U(p) = 1 if p is visible from the viewpoint, and U(p) is set to
0 otherwise. f =

∫
P

F (p)dP is the normalization factor. We compute f in the
first several iterations (10 iterations in this paper). The normalization factor is
approximately estimated using

f =
∫

P

F (p)dP ≈ 1
n

n∑
i=1

F (pi) , (11)

where n is the number of uniform random photon paths. F (pi) is the maximum
scalar importance of all the regions pi has visited.

4 Implementation Details

4.1 Photon Paths Generation

Photon paths are generated by sampling the newly designed scalar contribution
function. We implement photon path sampling in a hypercube space which is
similar to the primary sample space [14]. Each photon path corresponds to a
point v = (v0, · · · , vn) in the space, which is a sequence of random numbers.
A new random photon path can be easily generated by adding a small offset ξ
to v.

Since the scalar contribution function defines a multimodal distribution, ordi-
nary Metropolis sampling methods (like [6,7]) are likely to get trapped around
local peaks of the distribution. Once the sampling process is trapped, its effi-
ciency quickly drops because the Markov chain cannot visit other parts of the
sampling space. As a result, most areas of the sampling space are under-sampled,
leading to much noise in the rendered image.
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In order to efficiently take advantage of existing visible photon paths, we use
the adaptive Metropolis sampling method to sample the new scalar contribu-
tion function. Adaptive Metropolis sampling [8] is good at locally exploring the
sampling space. Its core idea is to automatically adjust the mutation parameter
according to the historical acceptance rate of samples. A new photon path of
the Markov chain is generated from a mutation of an existing photon path.

In addition, to avoid the path sampling getting trapped at local peaks, we use
replica exchange Monte Carlo [20] to simultaneously run two Markov chains: a
target Markov chain whose states distribute according to the target function and
a companion Markov chain which follows the Uniform distribution. States of the
two chains can be mutually exchanged without changing the original distribution
of individual chains. Considering that new states can be easily generated from
the Uniform distribution, we only perform unidirectional exchange from the
companion chain to the target chain. In the context of photon shooting, paths
from the assistant chain are swapped to the target chain if they are visible.

4.2 Acceptance Probability

Given a new path P ′ generated from a mutation of an existing photon path P ,
it is accepted with the probability:

a(P → P ′) = min
(
1,

F (P ′)T (P ′ → P )
F (P )T (P → P ′)

)
. (12)

Because all photon paths are sampled in a hypercube space, the operation for
generating a new path from the previous one is symmetric. Namely, the transi-
tion probabilities are equal: T (P ′→P ) = T (P→P ′). We therefore estimate the
acceptance probability as: a(P→P ′) = min (1, F (P ′)

F (P ) ). Then a random variable
ε is employed to decide whether to accept P ′ as the current photon path. If ε is
less than a, P ′ will be accepted as the current photon path. P is retained as the
current photon path otherwise.

4.3 Radius Update

The consistency of SPPM relies on the gradually decreasing radii. Radii are
progressively reduced using (2) in SPPM. In this paper, we update the radii in
a simpler iterative way [11]:

Ri+1 = Ri

√
i + α

i + 1
, (13)

where α = 0.7 and i is the iteration count.
Due to the decreasing shared radius, a visible photon path will become invis-

ible if all its photons are outside of the shared area. Thus, The visibility function
V (p) is a dynamic function, which makes F (p) a dynamic function. However, the
convergence property for adaptive Metropolis sampling on dynamic target func-
tion has not been verified. Moreover, the pre-computed normalization factor f
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does not match a dynamic target function. To avoid the problem, we use a fixed
shared radius for visibility tests. The F (p) is guaranteed to follow a stationary
target distribution if V (p) is a stationary function. In practice, the fixed radius
is set to a 4-pixel width.

4.4 Algorithm Pseudocode

We summarised our method with pseudocode as below. P0,P1,· · · ,PN are photon
paths of the target Markov chain, where N is the photon count of each pass. P ′

is a candidate photon path. We start by generating a visible initial photon path
from the UPS. Then we perform adaptive Metropolis sampling to produce new
photon paths.
Algorithm. adaptive photon shooting
Input: a scene descriptor file
Output: photon contributions of the current pass
Construct the scalar importance map M ;
Estimate the normalization factor f ;
P0 := InitPhotonPath();
for i := 1 to N do

P ′ := UniformSampling();
I(P ′) := TracePath();
if IsVisble(P ′) then

Pi := P ′; I(Pi) := I(P ′);
else

P ′ := Mutate(Pi−1);
I(P ′) := TracePath();
a := AccpetProb();
if ε < a then

Pi := P ′; I(Pi) := I(P ′);
else

Pi := Pi−1; I(Pi) := I(Pi−1);
end if
UpdateMutateSize();

end if
RecordContribution();

end for

5 Results and Discussion

All the images in this paper were rendered on a workstation with a dual quad-
core 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon CPU E5-2609. Comparisons mainly focus on the most
related methods, including UPS and RAPT. Our method and previous methods
were implemented on LuxRender1 using 4 threads (α is 0.7 for all methods).

1 http://www.luxrender.net.

http://www.luxrender.net
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Three test scenes are used in this paper. The Door scene and the Dark Room
scene are typical scenes with complex lighting conditions. The modified Cornell
scene is an example with simple lighting settings to indicate the limitation.
Parameters and rendering statistics for the tested scenes are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. It shows the parameters and rendering statistics for each test scene. The
three columns on the right give the ratios of visible photon paths.

Scene Resolution Photons/Pass (K) Time (min) UPS RAPT Ours

Door 640×480 200 10 1.5 % 36.4 % 43.7 %

60 1.2 % 30.5 % 41.6 %

Dark room 640×480 100 60 23.6 % 61.9 % 71.2 %

Cornell 512×512 50 30 72.1 % 84.7 % 83.2 %

5.1 Results

Figure 3 shows an interior scene which is illuminated by an area light through
the door slit. We compare images rendered using UPS, RAPT and our method
in the same rendering time of 10 and 60 min. The results of UPS are much
noisier than other methods, since UPS shot photons without considering the
viewpoint information. Thus only about 1.2 % of the photon paths can arrive at
visible regions after 1 hour. With a well-designed scalar contribution function,
our method significantly increase the percentage of visible photons to 43.7 %
and adaptively pilots more photons to critical regions. Our method therefore
can yield better results with less noise.

Note that, our method does not perform much better than RAPT at the
beginning (10 min), because our method includes an initialization stage to con-
struct the scalar importance map, which takes some time. Nevertheless, our
method outperforms RAPT soon and generates visually smoother results.

The individual photon distribution after 60 min are given in the third row
of Fig. 3. The whole photon density is low for UPS, since photons can hardly
enter the room. Although RAPT raises the overall photon density, but the pho-
ton density is still rather low in the innermost area. In contrast, our method
effectively optimizes the photon distribution and especially improves the photon
density in critical regions.

The Dark Room scene in Fig. 4a is another challenging scene with complex
lighting settings. In this case, our method raises the percentage of visible paths to
71.2 %, which is significantly higher than other methods. As a result, our method
gives a better result (see the close-up views). Figure 4b depicts the RMSE (Root
Mean Square Error) value of each method. Note that our method gives a slightly
higher RMSE than RAPT in the early stage, because our method will perform a
preprocessing to build the scalar importance map. However, our method exceeds
RAPT later and gives lower RMSE.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the door scene results of UPS (left), RAPT (middle) and our
method (right) in the same rendering time: (a) 10 min and (b) 60 min. (c) Photon
distribution of the three methods, where warm color indicates higher photon density
and visa versa (color figure online).
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Fig. 4. (a) The dark room scene results in the same 60 min. The reference image is
produced with PPM using 12 h. (b) The individual RMSE of rendering the scene with
UPS, RAPT and our method.
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Figure 5 is a variant of the classical Cornell Box scene, where the light source
is directly visible and most photon paths hit visible regions. We compare our
method with UPS and RAPT to show the limitation. In this case, the RMSE
values are similar. Our method do not show additional advantage over UPS,
while implementing less photon passes than others due to the preprocessing
and scalar importance query for each photon path. The result is similar to the
comparisons between RAPT and UPS in [8].

Fig. 5. The Cornell scene results of UPS (left), RAPT (middle) and our method (right)
in 30 min.

5.2 Discussion

As stated in Sect. 4.3, we use a constant radius for the visibility test of photon
paths, whereas the radii of hit points are normally updated using (13). A dynamic
radius for the visibility test can be used, but the normalization factor f should
be updated in a dynamical fashion rather than (11). A possible means is to
progressively update the sum term and the photon count in (11) (refer to [8]).

Our new scalar contribution function utilizes more available knowledge from
the scene, which makes the photon path sampling concentrating on critical
regions. The construction of the scalar importance map introduces some user
parameters (δ and k). The parameters can be easily tweaked by user to adapt
to different scene features. Nevertheless, an inappropriate choice of these para-
meters also degrades the rendering efficiency. Automatically adjusting the para-
meters is an interesting problem for future work.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a photon shooting method using a novel well-designed scalar
contribution function. The function is introduced to define the target distribu-
tion. Then adaptive Markov sampling on the function is performed to generate
photon paths which can reach critical regions. Experiments have validated that
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the scalar contribution function for photon shooting can be carefully designed
to improve the photon distribution. Using the same rendering time, our method
can effectively raise the photon density in critical regions, thus accelerating the
convergence rate in these regions.

Our method has been tested on three scenes with various lighting conditions.
According to the results, we provide a suggestion that when rendering scenes
with difficult lighting conditions, our method is a strong candidate, while UPS
may be considered for handling scenes with simple lighting conditions.

Since samples produced by the Metropolis sampling method are not well
stratified in the sampling space, the rendering efficiency is limited by the poor
sample stratification. Adaptive Metropolis sampling partly inherits the flaw.
For future work, we therefore consider investigating new photon path sampling
methods to generate well-stratified samples.

Acknowledgments. This work was partly supported by National High-Tech Research
and Development Plan of China (Grant No. 2012AA011206).
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